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Abstract: Recently, technologies such as big data, artificial intelligence, and machine learning have
been applied to intelligently and effectively operate fourth-generation (4G) and fifth-generation
(5G) network systems. In particular, we are interested in using them in 4G mobility management
entities and 5G access and mobility management functions (AMFs), where functional enhancement or
performance improvement is required. This paper presents an enhanced paging approach based on
supervised machine learning and a Markov process for the performance improvement of paging in
5G AMFs. User equipment (UE) profile information in 5G AMFs classifies subscribers into two types
using a UE classifier model with k-nearest neighbors (KNN)-supervised learning. In this paper, UE
movement data between next-generation NodeBs (gNodeBs) are analyzed, and the Markov process
is applied to construct a transition probabilistic model. When a UE moves to an adjacent gNodeB in
the 5G connection management-idle state, a method for predicting the gNodeB movement is required
to perform paging effectively on the predicted gNodeBs. In the proposed paging method, the AMF
applies the UE profile information to the KNN-supervised learning model and classifies the subscriber
UE type. In addition, on the UE movement between gNodeBs statistics, it generates state-transition
probabilities and then performs paging on the gNodeB list. Experimentally, the paging responses
and signals of the proposed method are compared with the existing paging methods and presented
with the result that the UE location is identified using the recently visited gNodeB list in the tracking
area of the AMF.

Keywords: k-nearest neighbor; Markov process; paging

1. Introduction

Technologies leading the recent fourth industrial revolution, such as big data, artificial
intelligence, and the Internet of Things (IoT), are expected to play an important role in
fifth-generation (5G) networks. By 2025, the number of 5G subscribers is expected to
reach 26 billion people [1]. In particular, 5G requires ultra-high speed, hyper-connectivity,
and ultra-low latency to provide various services through the network [2]. Therefore, in
5G mobile communication, providing ultra-low latency connections to user equipment
(UE) and supporting numerous IoT devices are critical in both the core networks and radio
access networks. When an access and mobility management function (AMF) is required for
communication with the UE and IoT devices, the AMF performs a paging process to notify
its transmission to the UE through the gNodeB [3]. When the UE moves to an adjacent
gNodeB, it is registered with the corresponding gNodeB. However, when assuming that
the UE moves frequently between gNodeBs, the mobility registration procedure of the
AMF between the gNodeB and UE consumes a significant amount of unnecessary radio
resources. Because not all mobility registration procedures of UE are reported to the AMF,
the latter is expected to page multiple gNodeBs for the actual connection with its managed
UE, which degrades the performance of the entire mobile network, e.g., increased signal
processing load and increased latency.

In studies pertaining to the paging procedure in the 4G network, various methods
afford improvements that reduce the performance degradation of the mobility management
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entity (MME) owing to the paging process. The results of improvements such as load
reduction and delay reduction, which were predicted in a related study, have not been
proven through application to actual commercial 5G systems [4]. Hence, the improvement
in 5G networks was not confirmed.

Herein, the effect of applying machine learning to the AMF paging process in a 5G core
network is discussed. Paging is the process of determining the location of the UE and
is used to inform the UE of subscribers regarding the arrival of the voice or data to be
delivered to the UE in the connection management (CM)-idle state. In the 5G AMF-initiated
paging procedure, when the AMF receives the N1N2 message transfer signal from the
session management function (SMF), it transmits the next-generation application protocol
(NGAP) paging signal to the gNodeB in the tracking area (TA). Subsequently, when the
AMF does not receive a response from the gNodeB to the completion of the connection of
the radio resource with the UE within a certain duration, the AMF retransmits the NGAP
paging signal to the gNodeBs in all the TAs. The maximum number of paging attempts
was set in the paging profile configuration of the AMF, and the proportion of these paging
signals constituted approximately 30% of the total signals processed in the AMF, which was
an important target of performance improvement for the AMF and imposed a significant
burden on the load as well as the linked gNodeB simultaneously. These were applied to
the AMF based on the results of analyzing the signal statistics of the MME collected from
several LTE commercial systems; the paging signal portion was in the range of 20% to 40%.
In more detail, averages of other signals consisted of paging, 25%, UE-triggered service,
38%, MME-triggered service, 25%, and attach or tracking area update, 28%, respectively.
Therefore, in a 5G wireless communication environment that requires hyper-connectivity
with the UE, the paging process must be improved by reducing the paging signal load of
the AMF and gNodeB. We believe that the proposed method should provide the enhanced
paging performance and lead to successful 5G system commercialization and establishment.

A probabilistic paging method using supervised machine learning and a Markov
process instead of the typical paging method is proposed and introduced herein. Section 2
describes the existing paging procedure. Section 3 presents the proposed paging method
and procedure using supervised machine learning and the Markov process. Section 4
describes the experimental environment and provides an evaluation of the proposed
method based on experimental results. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of
the proposed method.

2. Background
5G Paging

In 5G systems, the number of gNodeBs is greater than that in 4G long-term evolution
owing to 5G service characteristics such as hyper-connectivity and 5G new radio frequency
band features. As shown in Figure 1, the AMF manages these gNodeBs, the TA, and the TA
list including multiple TAs, which comprise several adjacent gNodeBs. The UE initially
sends a registration request to the AMF and then receives a registration accept message
and the TA list managed by the AMF. When the UE moves to a new TA that is not in the
TA list, it performs registration with its AMF and receives a new TA list [5].

In general, when the UE is in the CM-connected state, the AMF knows the location in-
formation such as the gNodeB and cell information of the UE. If traffic data are transmitted
to the UE, they may be directly transmitted to the UE via the connected channel of the radio
resource. However, when the UE is in the CM-idle state, the AMF contains only the UE’s
last visited gNodeB, latest visited gNodeBs, and TA [6]. When the UE moves outside the
current TA, the UE reports its TA change to the AMF via the mobility registration update
procedure, which is periodically operated based on the periodic registration update timer
received from the AMF in the registration procedure. Subsequently, the AMF stores a new
TA in the latest visited TAs of the UE and updates the TA list [7]. Next, the AMF can notify
the data transmission or initiate a voice call to the UE when it is ready for transmission to
the UE in the CM-idle state.
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Figure 1. Next generation application protocol (NGAP) paging of 5G system.

As shown in Figure 2, the AMF can initiate paging when it receives an N1N2 message
transfer message from the SMF. The AMF verifies the connection status of the corresponding
UE [8]. At this time, if the UE is in the CM-idle state, the AMF selects gNodeBs in which
the UE is likely to exist and transmits paging signals to the gNodeBs based on the NGAP.
Subsequently, these gNodeBs broadcast paging signals to all cells via a paging channel.
Meanwhile, the UE monitors the wireless paging channel connected to the gNodeB. If
the paging signal is identified, then the state is changed to the CM-connected state with
the gNodeB; subsequently, the traffic data are transmitted from the user plane function
to the UE [9].
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However, before performing paging to the UE, the AMF should decide the range of
paging on the registered gNodeB, TA, and TA list. The paging profile configuration in
Table 1 shows that it has various paging conditions to be assigned for the different UE
service types. The configuration includes the paging range, number of paging attempts,
and paging profile created by the UE service type.

Table 1. Example of AMF paging profile configuration showing the number of paging attempts
in each case.

Paging Profile Last Visited
gNodeB

Latest Visited
gNodeB list Last Visited TA TA List

1 0 0 0 4
2 0 0 2 3
3 1 1 2 2
4 0 3 2 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 3 2 2 2

Figure 3 shows an example of the paging range profile. When No. 20 of the paging
profile configuration in Table 1 is selected, the first paging message, based on the configura-
tion, is sent up to three times to the last visited gNodeB. If no response is received from
the gNodeB within a certain duration, then the same paging message is sent up to two
times to the gNodeBs in the latest visited gNodeB list as the second attempt. Subsequently,
the third paging attempt can be sent up to two times to all gNodeBs in the last visited TA
when no response is obtained from the gNodeBs. As the last paging attempt, a paging
message is sent up to two times to the gNodeBs of all TA lists. In other words, the num-
ber of paging attempts and the range of gNodeBs for paging are set in the AMF paging
profile configuration [10].
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Figure 4 shows an example of UE movement between gNodeBs and the typical
paging range in an AMF. Based on the paging range order in Figure 3 and paging profile
configuration No. 20 in Table 1, the first paging message is sent to gNodeB0, the second to
gNodeB0, gNodeB3, gNodeB4, and gNodeB5, and the third to all gNodeBs from gNodeB0
to gNodeB5 in the TA.
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3. Proposed Machine Learning-Based Paging
3.1. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)

KNN is a method that determines the category of a new data point by selecting
the K closest points from the training data and classifying the new data into one of the
categories [11–13]. The KNN uses the Euclidean distance to measure the distance to the
target point [14].

If the value of K is small, then the classification becomes sensitive to noise and overfit-
ting occurs. Conversely, if the value of K is large, then underfitting occurs and computation
becomes expensive. Therefore, the K value should be selected appropriately based on the
amount of data and the number of classes to be classified.

3.2. Markov Process

The Markov process uses probability to model the manner in which a certain state
changes over time. When the past states (s1, s2, . . . , st−1) and present state (st) are specified,
it is assumed that the future state (st+1) is determined only by the present state; hence, the
past state does not directly affect it [15,16]. Therefore, this can be expressed as follows:

P[st+1 |st]= P[st+1 |s1, . . . , st] (1)

When a change occurs from state s at time t to the next state s′ at time t + 1, the
state-transition probability is expressed as follows:

Pss′ = P[st+1 = s′
∣∣st = s] (2)

The Markov process with the state-transition probability matrix converges to a stable
probability distribution at a certain point in time through several transition processes [17].
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3.3. Proposed Paging
3.3.1. Proposed Algorithm

In this paper, a paging method using supervised machine learning and the Markov
process was proposed for the 5G AMF. Firstly, a UE classifier was implemented using
KNN-supervised machine learning to classify subscribers based on the characteristics of
UE movement patterns. Meanwhile, UE movement was monitored at the AMF when
the UE moved to adjacent gNodeB. Secondly, statistics were used to predict the current
gNodeB of the moving UE and the recent gNodeB transition probabilities obtained from
the UE movement.

The dataset of the UE profile information used for supervised learning was as follows:

• First registration time: The time at which the first registration in the AMF was completed
• Last registration time: The time at which the last registration/service was performed

in the AMF
• Last update type: The last UE registration type
• Last service type: The last UE service type
• gNodeB/TAC: The UE’s latest gNodeB/TAC information
• Latest TA list: The UE’s latest TA list information

For UE classification, we considered various classifiers such as the KNN, random
forest, decision tree, and SVM, applied with the UE profile information, shown in Table 2,
registered to the AMF. However, UE profile information for the 5G AMF was hardly
obtained because 5G services were not fully commercialized. Therefore, the UE profile
information obtained in the 4G MME was converted to satisfy the 5G technical specifications
and used in our experiment.

Table 2. UE profiled dataset.

No. Item Example of Value

1 First Registration Time MM-DD hh:mm:ss
2 Last Registration Time MM-DD hh:mm:ss
3 Last Update Type Periodic, Mobility
4 Last Service Type UE-Initiated, Network-Initiated
5 gNodeB ID 6217
6 TAC 15410

7 Latest TA list
450-09-15410
450-09-15391

. . .

Subscribers were classified into two UE groups, as shown in Table 3. One UE group
included local residents and office workers who did not move significantly daily, and
the other UE group included travelers, non-office workers, etc. We expected the overall
paging performance to have improved by classifying the UE with the supervised learning
and applying the weight to the confidence level used for probabilistic gNodeB selection
during the paging process. The grouping of UE was to reduce paging signals with a smaller
gNodeB list per group classified according to the number of UE movements.

Table 3. UE group category.

UE Group Movement Type Remark

1 UE with low mobility Resident,
office worker

2 UE with high mobility Traveler,
non-office worker

For the experiment involving four classification models, i.e., KNN, random forest,
decision tree, and SVM, 1000 UE profile data of every 20 min cycle were observed for
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five days, and four days data were applied to supervised learning. Then, 1000 UE profile
data for the last one day were used for the performance evaluation of the four models [18].

Performance evaluation of the classification models was conducted using scikit-learn,
a machine learning library of the Python programming language [19].

Figure 5 shows the test results for the classification accuracy. In this classification
evaluation, we set a K of 20 in the KNN model, and entropy gain and estimators of 100 in
the random forest model. In addition, we used the entropy criterion in the decision tree
model and the linear kernel model with regularization of 10, and gamma of 0.1 in the SVM
model. We observed that both the KNN and SVM models, which were candidates for
our UE classification model, provided satisfactory classification accuracy. In addition, the
simplicity and convenience of implementing the supervised learning classifier model in the
AMF were considered for the classification model selection. In our work, the KNN model
for classification was selected in the AMF of this paper owing to its high accuracy, simple
code implementation, and low computation complexity compared to other models. The
KNN model did not need any additional processing of the data, but the simple comparison
with the reference provided a low-cost, simple but effective method.
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As shown in Figure 6, the proposed probabilistic paging algorithm applied with
machine learning in the AMF was categorized into two functions, as follows: The first
function obtained the UE profile information in the AMF and conducted a UE classifier
model applied using machine learning. In the paging experiment, when paging was
attempted toward the target UE, the weight ratio of the UE group, which was obtained by
performing the UE classifier model, was used to select the appropriate gNodeB.

The second function obtained the UE movement around the gNodeBs and then classi-
fied the UE movement acquired by the gNodeB. The transition probability for each gNodeB
was sorted in descending order to perform the probabilistic paging method.

By periodically performing these processes at the AMF, each gNodeB updated the
transition probability using the latest UE movement data that was changed most recently.
The paging method with KNN-based UE classification and UE movement prediction for
gNodeBs was performed by substituting the second step of the typical paging range profile
shown in Figure 7.
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Therefore, when the AMF used the gNodeB list for the second step of paging, the
paging range was selected by the UE classifier applied with the KNN model and the
probabilistic gNodeB list proposed herein.

When the proposed paging was not activated, as shown in Figure 7, the AMF at-
tempted paging based on the latest visited gNodeB list in terms of the second paging range.

3.3.2. Proposed Process

The AMF selected the final gNodeBs from the probabilistic gNodeB list for paging
based on a combination of three variables: the weight ratio of the UE group in the UE
classifier model result, the transition probability of the gNodeB, and the confidence level in
the paging profile configuration. During paging, the weight assigned to each UE group
was applied to the UE when probabilistic gNodeBs were selected. In this paper, the AMF
classified the UE into two UE groups, as shown in Table 3, and acquired the UE profile
information of these UE groups.

To predict the UE movement to the gNodeBs, the AMF periodically acquired a sig-
nificant amount of UE movement data between gNodeBs and the UE profile information
from the registration step processed by UE mobility events. For example, the periodic or
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mobility registration update, service request, and handover procedures in 5G contained the
latest UE movement data. After obtaining the UE movement data between the gNodeBs,
the AMF periodically combined with the newly acquired UE movement data. The training
data were obtained by multiplying the decay factor for past UE movement data at the
current point and calculating the transition probability of moving from one gNodeB to all
of its adjacent gNodeBs.

The confidence level of the paging profile configuration, a set of configurable probabil-
ity values, was a threshold terminating the process of selecting gNodeBs for the paging
process. The confidence level included one or more probability values that provided backup
confidence level values for retries, even if the first paging attempt failed. Therefore, the
number of probability values of the confidence level was equal to the number of paging
attempts configured for each paging step in the AMF paging profile configuration. The
confidence level could be set in units of the entire AMF or the paging profile configuration.
When both were set, the confidence level of the paging profile configuration was prioritized.

The number of gNodeBs used in this paper was 1300; the number of possible states in
the transition matrix. The transition matrix of all gNodeBs was as follows:

Pij′(1300gNodeBs) =



gNodeB0 gNodeB1 . . . . . . . . . gNodeB1299
gNodeB0 p0_0 p1_0 . . . . . . . . . p0_1299
gNodeB1 p1_0 p1_1 . . . . . . . . . p1_1299
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

gNodeB1299 p1299_0 p1299_1 . . . . . . . . . p1299_1299


where Pij was the transition probability from state i to state j.

At the evaluation of the proposed AMF paging experiment, the transition probabilities
of all gNodeBs were recalculated every 20 min, and its result was used in the Markov
process. Figure 8 shows five gNodeBs, and UE movement data of them are given to easily
explain the proposed process without the collected UE movement data of 1300 gNodeBs
used in this paper.
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Figure 8 shows an example of probabilistic gNodeB paging applied with machine
learning, where the AMF selects gNodeB2 with the highest transition probability based on
the last visited gNodeB0, then gNodeB1 with the second highest, followed by gNodeB4
with the next highest. When the sum of the accumulated transition probabilities of the
selected gNodeBs satisfied or exceeded the probability value of the specified confidence
level, no further gNodeBs were selected for the paging attempts. The paging range profile
showed that the AMF always paged to the last visited gNodeB0, along with the selected
gNodeBs, in every paging attempt.

The example shown in Figure 8 illustrates the manner by which the AMF performs
paging based on the probabilistic gNodeB list applied using machine learning.

The AMF analyzed the movement data of UE in the last visited gNodeB0 and measured
the transition probabilities of four adjacent gNodeBs (gNodeB1, gNodeB2, gNodeB3, and
gNodeB4) from gNodeB0, as shown in Figure 8, and the transition probabilities were sorted
in the descending order [20]. We defined there were five states of gNodeB0, gNodeB1,
gNodeB2, gNodeB3, and gNodeB4.

The AMF selected the gNodeB to perform paging in the order from the gNodeB
with the highest to lowest transition probability. The Markov process was implemented
as follows: The state transition probabilities for each gNodeB were based on the UE
movement from gNodeB0. In this example, the total number of UE that moved from
gNodeB0 to the neighboring gNodeB is 2000. If the number of UE that moved to gNodeB2
was 1400 with 70% transition probability, gNodeB1 was 300 with 15% transition probability,
NodeB4 was 200 with 10% transition probability, and gNodeB3 was 100 with 5% transition
probability [21,22]. Therefore, we set the transition probability as p00 = 0, p01 = 0.15,
p02 = 0.7, p03 = 0.05, and p04 = 0.1.

If No. 4 of the paging profile configuration in Table 4 was selected, the number of
paging attempts was set to three, and the confidence level for the node criterion was set to
three probability values: 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. Subsequently, the AMF performed three paging
attempts in the following second machine learning-based probabilistic paging.

Table 4. Example of the proposed AMF paging profile configuration.

Paging
Profile

Last Visited
gNodeB

Latest Visited or
ML/Probabilistic

gNodeB List
Last Visited TA TA List Confidence

Level

1 0 0 0 4
2 0 0 2 3
3 1 1 2 2
4 0 3 2 1 0.7, 0.8, 0.9

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 3 2 2 2

In step one of paging, the AMF first selected gNodeB2. In this regard, the transition
probability of gNodeB2 was 0.7, which was equal to or greater than the first probability
value (0.7) at the confidence level. Next, when the target UE was classified into UE
group 2 by the UE classifier model, gNodeB was assigned the corresponding weight
ratio (100%), as shown in Table 5. Therefore, the AMF attempted to page gNodeB2
and gNodeB0.

Table 5. Example of weight table of UE group.

UE Group Weight Remark

1 50% Resident, office worker
2 100% Traveler, non-office worker
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In step two of paging, if step one of paging failed, the AMF selected gNodeB2 and
gNodeB1, where the transition probabilities of the two gNodeBs were 0.85, which was
equal to or greater than the second probability value (0.8) in the confidence level. Next, if
the target UE was classified into UE group 1 by the UE classifier model, the gNodeB was
assigned a corresponding weight ratio (50%). Therefore, the AMF finally paged gNodeB0
along with gNodeB2; however, by applying a weight ratio of 50% to the gNodeBs, gNodeB1
was excluded from the paging attempts.

In step three of paging, if step two of paging failed, then the AMF selected gNodeB2,
gNodeB1, and gNodeB4, where the sum of the transition probabilities of the four gN-
odeBs was 0.95, which was equal to or greater than the third probability value (0.9) at
the confidence level. Next, if the target UE was classified as UE group 1 by the UE clas-
sifier model, the AMF selected gNodeBs with a weight ratio of 50%. However, the AMF
attempted to page gNodeB2, gNodeB1, and gNodeB4 together with gNodeB0. Because
the AMF had a history of paging failure to which a weight ratio was previously applied,
the weight ratio (100%) was applied instead of the weight ratio (50%) of UE group 1 in the
UE classifier model.

The proposed paging system excluded the gNodeB with the lowest transition probabil-
ity among the candidates selected from the gNodeB list based on the transition probability
and confidence level of the gNodeB. After machine learning-based probabilistic paging was
activated, the number of paging attempts, confidence level of the paging profile configura-
tion, weight assignment of the UE classifier model, and period of updating and measuring
the probabilistic value based on the acquired UE movement data was optimized repeatedly
to obtain the best gNodeB paging performance results.

4. Experiment and Results
4.1. Experiment Environment and Scenario

For the performance evaluation of the probabilistic paging method applied with
machine learning, the AMF system consisting of the UE classifier, probabilistic paging, and
the 5G system implemented is shown in Figure 9.
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The experimental environment was developed by constructing a VM-based 5G sim-
ulator using scripts such as periodic or mobility registration update procedures, service
request procedures, and paging processes.

In addition, as shown in Table 6 and Figure 10, UE movement data of approximately
200,000 UE and approximately 1300 gNodeBs were obtained from a commercial MME
system for one week. Subsequently, they were fit and adjusted for the experimental envi-
ronment of the standard 5G specification. In addition, the KNN-supervised learning-based
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UE classifier model was conducted using the UE profile information of the 1000 subscribers.
The UE group of subscribers were classified into UE group 1, which included local residents
and office workers who moved less between gNodeBs, and the remaining were classified
as UE group 2. The settings for all the gNodeBs and UE were organized in the order of
time in the 5G simulator, whereas the gNodeB list and transition probability based on the
proposed method were updated every 20 min.

Table 6. Example of UE movement data. Mo-data: mobile originating-data, mt-access: mobile
terminating-access, and mo-signaling: mobile originating-signaling.

UE RRC Establishment Cause TAI gNodeB
(OLD)

gNodeB
(NEW) Time Stamp

007361901 Mo-Data 23 983 473 06–16
08:10:48

007369916 Mt-Access 23 983 303 06–16
08:10:48

007776391 Mo-Signaling 87 983 953 06–16
08:10:49

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

007869871 Mo-Data 37 983 729 06–16
08:10:56
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Figure 11 shows the experimental scenario. When the UE sent a periodic or mobility
registration and service request message to the AMF, the AMF stored the UE movement
data in the gNodeB DB, generated the UE classifier model, and updated the machine
learning paging table. When the SMF sent a service request message to the AMF, the AMF
verified the UE state and performed probabilistic paging with machine learning.
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4.2. Experiment Results and Evaluation

The paging profile configuration of the AMF used in the experimental environment
was as follows: The typical paging approach was implemented via only one attempt from
the first paging range with the last visited gNodeB to the fourth paging range with TA list
paging. Meanwhile, the proposed machine learning-based probabilistic paging did not
attempt the first paging with the last visited gNodeB, and the second paging based on the
probabilistic paging method applied with machine learning was attempted three times.
The confidence level of the paging profile configuration was set to 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, and
the weight ratio of UE groups 1 and 2 of the KNN-supervised learning-based UE classifier
model was set to 50% and 100%, respectively, after which the statistics regarding the
paging signals were obtained from the AMF. Subsequently, the experimental results were
compared with each other. For the performance evaluation, three cases were performed:
typical paging, probabilistic paging applied with the Markov process, and probabilistic
paging with the KNN-supervised learning-based UE classifier model and Markov process.

Figure 12 shows the change in the overall paging signal. As shown in Figure 12,
when probabilistic paging was conducted, the total number of paging signals in the AMF
decreased by 60% as compared with the typical paging shown in Figure 3, because the
remaining paging steps of the paging profile configuration were not performed after the
success of the paging. When the proposed probabilistic paging with machine learning was
applied, the total number of AMF paging signals reduced by 70% compared with that of
the typical paging.

In terms of the average number of signals per paging shown in Figure 13, the proba-
bilistic paging method decreased it by 83%, whereas the probabilistic paging method with
machine learning decreased it by 86%.

Based on the results of two previous experiments, we observed that the UE classifier
model classified the UE into groups based on the subscriber type and assigned a weight
ratio to select the best gNodeB. This reduced the overall paging signal and contributed
positively to the AMF performance. In this experiment, all paging attempts were performed
up to the entire TA list of the last step; therefore, the final paging success rate was the same
for both the existing gNodeB list paging method and the proposed machine learning-based
probabilistic paging method.
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Figure 14 shows the number of paging signals per second over a week. As shown, the
number of paging signals per second reduced by an average of 40–80% per day. In addition,
the probabilistic paging method applied with machine learning showed that the number of
paging signals per second reduced to 25% compared to the typical paging approach, owing
to the probabilistic paging method involving a Markov process.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the structure and operation procedure of the probabilistic paging method
applied with machine learning were proposed to reduce the number of paging signals
in the 5G AMF system, and the performance was evaluated based on experiments on a
5G simulator and the AMF.

The proposed paging method reduced the average number of signals per paging
and the total number of paging signals in the AMF compared with the typical paging
method. The experimental results confirmed that it contributed to the improvement in the
operational stability and performance of the AMF system.

Hence, the proposed probabilistic paging method applied with KNN machine learn-
ing is a supervised learning model with a relatively simple structure; furthermore, it is
applicable to the commercial operating AMF system for predicting resource allocation and
managing abnormal problems in 4G/5G core networks in advance.
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